Well, what a lovely morning (Sunday 07th October) was. The three of us (Mick, Adrian and I) went
along to Richard Packard’s farm to enjoy a spot of shooting, curtesy of the September Auction prize
for which the cost was donated to the club funds.
The first bit was to get safety conscious, headsets, how to handle the gun when not in use and safety
catches on. Then the fun began.
Richard and his helper, Peter went on to show both Mick and Adrian the proper way to hold and
prepare the 12 Bore Shotgun for the clay shooting , each were handed at least 40 to 50 cartridges.
The next half an hour to an hour they were both trying to outdo each other by missing or hitting the
clay discs. I think it was a kind of a draw, at least they hit a few and a lot of miss’s.

Next came the Musket. Gosh it looked spectacular; if you closed your eyes you could imagine the
troops around you ready in a line for fighting. Both the lad’s were then shown by Richard how to
load the Musket with the tabs, powder, shot and pads. What an explosion that made. The empty
boxes had quite a lot of holes peppered along each side after they had a go.

Finally came the 423 Rifles, these really looked the part, lean and mean machines. Targets were
positioned approximately 100 yards away from us. After being shown how to adjust the sights the
rifles were loaded and the aim was taken…… Mick fired his 4 or 5 bullets at the target. Not bad 4 hit
1 miss. Adrian took his turn, nice work all bullets hit the target in a tight group. Peter said “at least
you wouldn’t go hungry”.

Guess what… YES they let me have a go, not just the musket but also the rifle. I think all the lad’s
including Richard and Peter were surprised just how well I done. My target had hit’s nearer the black
dot in the middle than the others. I was surprised as well; I’ve never shot a gun in my life.

So a BIG thanks to Richard Packard and his helper Peter for a great time at the farm.

